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Announcements

Recent and Forthcoming Publications

Women and Transitional Justice: Progress and Persistent Challenges in Retributive and Restorative Processes
Mayesha Alam, Palgrave Pilot, 2014.

Collective Memory and the Language of Human Rights: Attitudes toward Torture in Contemporary Argentina
Barbara Sutton, Latin American Perspectives, first published online on February 26, 2015.

Other

Archive on the Legacy of Conflict in South Asia
The Institute for the Study of Human Rights is pleased to announce the development of the Archive on the Legacy of Conflict in South Asia. In partnership with Columbia University Libraries/Information Services (CUL/IS)’s Center for Human Rights Documentation & Research (CHRDR) and the Armed Conflict Resolution and People’s Rights Project (ACRes), ISHR will aid in the preservation of unique historical documentation of gross human rights violations and conflict in South Asia. This pilot project aims to locate materials that are not currently being collected and preserved by libraries and archives or are at risk of disappearing.

Request for information about best practices in the field of historical dialogue
Contact: dialogues@columbia.edu

Database of Researchers in Historical Dialogue, Transitional Justice and Memory
Contact: historicaljustice@swin.edu.au

Genocide in Rwanda: a commemoration
Jean de Dieu Basaboze, Insight on Conflict

Hrant Dink Foundation, Turkey-Armenia Travel Grant Fifth Round Selection Results

Book Reviews

Books for Review

- Karine Vanthuyne, La présence d'un passé de violences. Mémoires et identités autochtones dans le

**Book Reviews**

- Johanna Sköld’s review of Kathleen Daly (2014), Redressing Institutional Abuse of Children. A “must-read” for anyone interested in the field.

**Events**

**Graduate Student Conference, “Converging Narratives: The Personal Meets the National”**
Dates: April 10-11, 2015
Location: University of Illinois at Chicago

**Time and Trauma: Transgenerational Memories of Mass Suffering**
Date: April 16, 2015 17:00 – 19:00 (EET)
Location: Rectorate Conference Hall, Boğaziçi University, Istanbul

**Time and Trauma: Memory in Global Perspective**
Date: April 17, 2015 9:30 – 13:00 (EET)
Location: Studio-X, Istanbul

**Time and Trauma: Memory in Global Perspective**
Date: April 18, 2015 3:30 pm – 7:00 pm (AST)
Location: Columbia Global Centers | Middle East (Amman)
Film screening of Letter to a Refusing Pilot by filmmaker Akram Zaatari

**Closing Guantanamo: What Will It Take?**
Date: April 21, 2015 6.30 - 8 P.M.
Location: NYU, Woolworth Building, 15 Barclay St., Room 430

**Memory in the Disciplines: A Graduate Student Symposium**
Date: April 24, 2015 9:45am – 6pm
Location: Stony Brook Manhattan, 387 Park Avenue South, 3rd Fl., New York

**The Heart of the Matter**
Date: April 29, 2015, 7:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.
Location: 9/11 Memorial Museum, New York, NY

**Dealing with the Past in Northern Ireland: Implementing the Stormont House Agreement**
Date: May 18, 2015, 9.30am-5pm
Location: Conor Lecture Theatre, Ulster University, Belfast campus

**2015 Institute for the Study of Human Rights Summer Program**
Dates: May 26- July 2, July 6- August 14, 2015
Location: Columbia University, NY

**Opportunities**

**CFA: Regional Network for Historical Dialogue and Dealing with the Past Summer Training Program**
Deadline: April 13, 2015

CFA: Open research positions, Finnish Centre of Excellence in Russian Studies
Deadline: April 13, 2015

CFA: Harry & Helen Gray/AICGS Reconciliation Fellowship
Deadline: For the 2015 term (August 1 to September 15, 2015) - April 15, 2015

CFA: 2015 Global Prize for Transformative Social Justice Leadership
Deadline: April 17, 2015

Deadline: April 17, 2015

CFA: Senior Research Fellow in International Law, Institute of International Relations, Prague
Deadline: April 30, 2015

CFA: Research Assistant for Project on Peace, Security, and Gender Equity
Deadline: May 1, 2015

CFA: U.S. Human Rights Movement Builders Award 2015 Call for Nominations
Deadline: May 8, 2015

CFP: Genocide in World History
Deadline: May 30, 2015
Dates: October 16-17, 2015
Location: Bryant University, Smithfield, Rhode Island/USA

CFP: Chapter Contributions, Edited Volume: Researching Conflict: Nuance, Nonsense, and New Sensibilities
Deadline: June 15, 2015

CFP: Call for Papers - The European Court of Human Rights: Promoter or Predator of Democratic Transitions?
Deadline: August 1, 2015

CFP: The Holocaust in the 21st Century: Relevance and Challenges in the Digital Age
Deadline: December 1, 2015
Dates: November 3 – 6, 2016
Location: Claremont McKenna College, California

CFA: Island Wide Peace Education Trainings
Location: Cyprus

CFP: Dialogues on Historical Justice and Memory Network Working Paper (WP) Series
Deadline: Rolling
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